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Outline

• Introducing

• Social challenges come together with deep 

changes in science, technology and innovation

• The next wave 

• Intelligence for innovation
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Introducing myself

• Urban and regional planning

• Regional economy and company strategies

• Societal impacts of new technologies

• ICT policies (services, new business models, role 

of standards and platforms, etc.)

• The future of research (convergence, fundamental-

applied, interdisciplinarity, experimentation, etc.)

• Joint Institute for Innovation Policy
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Introducing JIIP

The Joint Institute for Innovation Policy is an initiative from:

to jointly create an international institute focusing on research and

research based advice to support design and implementation of

international and European innovation policy.

The JIIP starts as preferred partnership agreement and aims at a

gradual integration of international activities of its members.
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Changes in STI

• Technology convergence: we can make almost anything we 

can think of (e.g. personal manufacturing)

• Convergence of fundamental and applied research (growth of 

„mode 2‟)

• Users become producers and producers become users

• Integration of science, technology and socio-economic 

analysis (social embedding, business models, design driven 

innovation)

• Converging institutions: universities, company labs, research 

institutes, research companies 

• Answer: Open innovation, demand driven innovation
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Challenges

• Complex worldwide interactions

• Many stakeholders

• Many different mindsets

• Multi-level coordination needed for transition

Therefore we need

• Creation of anticipatory intelligence

• Collective ideation, visioning

• Support of decision making

• Creation of innovation networks and mobilisation of participants

»»» A need for sharing VIEWS on future innovation

The challenge of social challenges
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Think complex networks

Increasing complexity

– From product to system to platform

– From firm, to market/customer, to value networks

– From project, to programme, to challenge

 Integrated solutions

New move to (networked) vertical integration

– Market/user driven innovation (reverse product cycle)

– Product-service integration 

– Product chain liabilities

 Changing the balance between market and politics
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Characteristics of the upswing

• Cheaper tools for wide market growth

 Broad (democratized) usage instead of “high-end” 

products

• Networking in all sectors of society

• Strengthen individual and collective control

 The new consumer demand is a sustainable value

• Build on shared platforms

 Freely accessible to build new products and services by 

users (e.g. Fabber)
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Intelligence for innovation

 Business model(s) for value platforms 

• products as a service (personalised mobility) 

• service as a product (mobile telephony)

 How product/services systems move through 

networks: tools for dynamic life cycle network 

modeling of technologies and/or products

 Tools to manage the movement from “mass-

production to mass-innovation” (Leadbeater)
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Policies for innovation

• Vision based policies

• Focus on networks and platforms

• Policies for demand and user driven innovation 

• Regulation as driver

• Procurement is key instrument


